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Sound, Security and Alarm Cables
Introduction

Market needs are continually challenging
the limits of cable technology. And nowhere
is the demand for uncompromising quality
and leading-edge technology more critical
than in sound and security applications.
Belden’s answer to this challenge is a
line of low voltage, electronic cables
that provide the selection, imagination,
technical expertise and quality required
to meet the demands of increasingly
complex sound and security systems.
We call this line New Generation.

Unmatched Selection,
Quality And Service
Our New Generation cable line includes
one of the largest, most economical,
and up-to-date selections of reliable
multi-conductor and coaxial products
on the market today. A full complement
of cables for sound, control, computer
interconnect, alarm, security, CCTV
and other security applications is offered.
And behind every one of these cables is
years of research and development and
Belden’s unequaled reputation for quality
and service.
Most of our New Generation cables are
available from stock. Many of these are
available off the shelf from distributors.
If you have a new or unusual application
or you cannot find a New Generation cable
in this catalog section that meets your
technical requirements, contact Technical
Support at 1-800-BELDEN-1.

Innovative and
Advanced Cables
For over 90 years, Belden has been
committed to the development and support
of highly effective cabling solutions. With
Belden® New Generation cable products,
you can be assured that you’re getting the
most innovative and advanced cables
available today. Here are a few examples
of our commitment to making our cables
not only work better but also better to
work with:
●

Sequential footage markings on
the cable jacket quickly eliminate
guesswork and waste.

●

The cables are predominantly
NEC Riser Rated (CMR and FPLR)
or above to meet even unusually
stringent application conditions.
All Belden CM, CMR and CMP types
are both UL and C(UL) approved.

●

A rip cord underneath the jacket provides
for easy removal at installation.

●

Easy set-up and easy-pulling,
space-saving, tangle-free coil
packages available for many codes.
These revolutionary coil packages
vastly reduce job clean-up and waste
removal as well.

●

Water-blocked options for multi-conductor
cables and for coax — where security,
surveillance and fire alarm cables
are installed in intermittently wet
environments.

●

Our Banana Peel ® Composite Cables
are designed for easier and faster
installation than traditional composite
cables. They offer no overall jacket
which eliminates the stripping of the
jacket, individual cable components that
are all instantly identifiable, a smaller
OD, breakout versatility, prevention of
short circuits caused by contact with
the center conductor while stripping
the outer jacket, and color-coded
individual cables by application for
easy identification.

●

Our New Generation Safe-T-Line®
Cables for Circuit Integrity meet Article
760 of the National Electrical Code for
Fire-Alarm Circuit Integrity (CI) cable,
the National Fire Alarm Code (NFPA 72)
requirements for survivability; UL
Standard 1424 — Cables for Powerlimited Fire Alarm Circuits, and UL
Standard 2196 — Circuit Integrity
Two-hour Flame Test.

Quality You Can Count On
A system failure, or loss of continuity, can
be catastrophic. That’s why you need a
cable that is recognized the world over for
its quality. And that cable is a Belden cable.
All of our New Generation cables are
designed with quality as a top priority.
Belden was the first major designer and
manufacturer of electronic wire and cable
products to earn ISO 9001:2000 registration
for all its domestic and overseas facilities.
In achieving total ISO 9001:2000 registration;
United States’ Belden passed some of

the United States’ and Europe’s most
rigorous tests for quality and, once again,
demonstrated the company’s dedication
to total quality.

New Generation
Cable Packaging
UnReel® Dispenser
As with most Belden cables, several New
Generation cable products are available
in Belden’s UnReel cardboard dispenser.
The UnReel is a unique packaging
dispensing system developed by Belden
to save time and labor compared to
spools, and eliminate the need for
dereeling equipment. Lightweight and
more economical than conventional
drums or reels, UnReel dispensers have
pre-punched handles for easy, individual
transport as well as rectangular boxes for
easy pallet delivery and storage. UnReel
cable pays out smoothly and evenly with
less kinking, twisting or backlashing.
It also rolls out 60% faster than cable
from spools or reels.
Revolutionary Coil Package
New this year, certain New Generation
cables are available in a coil package.
These revolutionary coils are an easy-tohandle standard package size so pallet
loading is uniform. In addition, this
densely packaged coil results in less
space requirements for your wire, saving
shelf space, truck space and cage space
at the job. Plus, with no box and no spool,
there is far less waste and clean-up
required after the job.
Coils are the most tangle-proof package
available. And, because the wire pulls from
the middle you only have to pull the weight
of the length of wire that is your distance
from the coil. In pulling spools, you are
always pulling the whole package weight to
get it spinning. And with spools, when you
stop pulling, the spool doesn’t stop spinning.
Help is required to stop this from happening
and to keep the payouts tangle free. With
coils, that help can be doing something
more productive. What’s more, five coils
may be stacked and pulled in parallel
through their common center.
So ask for New Generation’s coil package,
and leave reel jacks and payout stands
behind along with any worries about wet
boxes or discarding of empty boxes.
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